The detection of hedges in very high spatial resolution remote sensing image is discussed in the paper. A spatialspectral detector is proposed. The spatial information is modeled per pixel as the local orientation of the structure to which the pixel belongs. The local orientation is computed from the morphological directional profile built with a serie of linear openings in several directions. These features are used as inputs to a support vector data description, a detection algorithm. Experimental results on a real satellite image show that the local orientation helps in discriminating hedges from other woody elements, which is not possible using the spectral information only.
INTRODUCTION
Accurate detection of hedges using images acquired by a satellite is a difficult problem in remote sensing. From a spectral viewpoint, a hedge is very similar to a forest. From a spatial viewpoint, it is a linear object similar to a road or a dirt track. Moreover, hedges are usually located along roads or perpendicular to the edges of forest, which make their detection even more complicated (see Fig. 1 ).
Very high spatial resolution (VHR) remote sensors enable the acquisition of images with enough spectral and spatial resolution for the automatic detection of hedges. Indeed, the spectral information alone is not enough for an accurate detection and additional spatial information is necessary. Several approaches have been proposed in the literature. For instance, local approaches (such as Markov Random Fields), multi-scale approaches and objects based approaches are popular [1] . Recently, spatial features (direction, shape and size) were studied to characterize pixels that belong to hedges segment [2] . In particular, morphological filters have shown good ability for extracting relevant spatial features. However, filters used in [2] are isotropic, i.e., they apply equally in all directions and are not able to extract the main orientation of the hedges. In this work, we propose to investigate directional morphological filters [3] for the detection of hedges. Directional filters allow the processing of the image in a defined orientation. It is therefore possible to identify objects with different orientations in the image and objects with no main orientation. Hence, it is possible to preserve or remove objects according to their orientations, which is very important for the discrimination of the hedges from other woody structures.
The directional filters used in the paper are opening by reconstruction and closing by reconstruction with a linear structuring element (SE) and a given orientation [4] . They are connected filters: an object is totally removed if the SE does not fit the object, otherwise it is entirely preserved. Filters by reconstruction have been applied successfully for the classification of urban remote sensing images [5] . However, they require the selection of the size and the orientation of the structuring element. Moreover, using a single SE will not be appropriate since hedges may have different orientations. Hence, to test all the possible orientations, it is proposed to compute the local orientation [6] for several SE lengths, leading to a local multiscale analysis.
Once the spatial feature have been extracted it is possible to apply a supervised detector to classify each pixel of the image into either the hedges class or the non-hedges class. The Support Vector Data Description (SVDD) is used for that purpose in this work [7] . The SVDD is a non-parametric kernel method that characterizes the support of a distribution. The input features of the detector are the spectral features of the image and the extracted spatial features.
The paper is organized as follows. The flowchart of the proposed method is detailed in the next section and attention is paid to local directional features. Then experimental results are presented on a real multispectral stereo WORLDVIEW-2 image in section 3. Conclusion and perspectives are discussed in the last section. 
PROPOSED METHOD
The flowchart of the proposed method is displayed in Fig. 2 . The method follows a conventional scheme: Spectral and spatial features are extracted from the original image, then a supervised detector is used with the concatenated features as an input. In the following, each step is described, in terms of interest and in terms of processing.
Image pre-filtering
As it can be seen in Fig. 1 , hedges are clearly identifiable in a very high resolution image. However, because of the spectral heterogeneity of these images a lot of small spatial objects are visible which can deteriorate the detection of hedges. For instance, shadows inside the hedges lead to an incomplete detection of the boundaries and sometimes make one continuous hedge split into several segments. Hence, the first step of the method is to remove by filtering irrelevant spatial objects, while preserving the significant objects. Among the available image filters, anisotropic diffusion was chosen [8] . This filter allows to smooth regions inside objects, while preserving the contour of the object. In this work, a naive version of the filter was used: it has been applied on each band independently. The output of the filter is given in Fig. 3 .(a).
Spectral Feature Extraction
Hedges are a woody element, which is active in terms of photosynthesis. A simple but effective measure of the photosynthesis activity is the NDVI. The spectral index can be used to detect hedges. However, because all the vegetation objects have high values of NDVI (see Fig. 3.(b) ), spatial features are needed in addition to the NDVI.
Spatial Feature Extraction
Confusion between hedges and other vegetation objects like forest, crops and meadows can be reduced using two types of spatial information: texture and local orientation. Using texture it is possible to discriminate between agricultural fields and woody objects. Using local orientation information it is possible to discriminate between hedges and forest.
The textural feature was computed as the local standard deviation over a sliding square window. The local orientation has been computed as follows [6] . A series of directional openings by reconstruction by a line segment with different orientations has been applied leading the to the morphological directional profile, see Fig. 3.(c) and Fig. 3.(d) for an example of morphological directional profile. Opening operators have been selected because woody objects are bright structures in the NDVI. The local orientation feature is defined as the difference between the maximum value and the minimum value of the directional profile. From Fig. 3 .(c) and Fig. 3.(d) , it can be seen that a pixel not belonging to a hedge will have a local orientation feature value close to zero, while a pixel belonging to a hedge will have a significant value. Since the width and the length of hedges can change in the image, it is proposed to compute the local orientation feature for several line segment length.
Detection
The SVDD is used for detection in this work. It computes the minimum enclosing hypersphere that contains all the training samples {x i } i=1 (pixels that have been selected) by solving the following optimization problem:
where k is the kernel function, β i the parameter of the detector and x the training samples. Comparatively to others detection algorithms, it does not require negative example for the training procedure. To detect if a pixel z does correspond to an edge is done by computing the distance of the pixel to the center C of the hypersphere
and compare it to the radius of the hypersphere. In this work, the Laplacian kernel is used:
The hyperparameter σ has been selected as the average distance among the training samples:
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The image used for the experiments is a multispectral stereo WORLDVIEW-2 image, see Fig. 1 . It has been acquired on September 20, 2010. Each view has 4 bands (blue, green, red and near infra-red) and the spatial resolution is 2 m/pixel. The anisotropic diffusion was applied on the 8 bands, with the same parameters. Using the notation in [8] , the number of iterations was set to 40, K to 30 and λ to 0.125. The second diffusion equation was used because it "privileges wide regions over smaller ones" [8] . Then NDVI is computed for each view. The texture feature was computed with a moving window of size 5×5 pixels. The orientation features were computed for 17 orientations (from 0
• to 170
• with an increment step of 10
• ) for two line segments of size 5 and 19 pixels, respectively.
Results are presented in Fig. 4 . The method is compared with the detection of the hedges with the spectral information alone and with the spectral information combined with the texture feature. From the figure, using the spectral information alone leads to over detection. Forests and parts of fields are detected as hedges. Using the texture feature, the detection is improved, mainly because fields are not detected as hedges. The local orientation feature improves detection, in particular the forests are not detected as hedges. The over detection is reduced, but the non detection is slightly increased.
A major problem for the local orination is because both the woody elements and the vegetation elements are bright in the NDVI image. Hence, when the local orientation is computed on the NDVI, non woody elements with high NDVI value may have a significative local orientation. It means that such pixels (with high NDVI and local orientation) will be probably detected as hedges. This drawback is mitigated by the use of textural information.
CONCLUSION
Detection of hedges is addressed in this paper using conjointly the spatial and the spectral information. The NDVI was used as the spectral information. The spatial information was modeled as the local texture and the local orientation. The local orientation was defined as the difference between the maximum and the minimum of the morphological directional profile. The detection was performed with the support vector data description algorithm.
Experimental results on real data show that the proposed approach is effective to detect hedges in VHR remote sensing images. In particular, hedges are correctly discriminated between others woody elements, such as forest. But false detection of non woody elements with significant local orientation appear in the final result.
Future reasearch is related to the definition of feature map where only hedges or woody elements appear in bright, in order to make the computation of the local orientation more effective. Furthermore, the use of opening with a strict line as SE may be too restrictive. Hedges may have a slighty curved shape and the use of a more adaptive SE would be more appropriated. For instance, path opening will be considered [9] . 
